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Slips, trips and falls
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Record
A member of the public fell about 10yards past the site office
having walked past the barriers and 2 signs. ( photo of signs we
use attached - one is on the entrance gate and the other
immediately outside the site office ) It was a minor trip and no
injury sustained. JB saw it happen and reported it to me. It was a
Mr S who was wanting to know when the properties were going
to be released for sale. He was asked by JB why he’d ignored the
signs. He accepted that he’d seen the signs but had no
explanation for ignoring the instructions. He accepted it was his
fault and apologised. - Impact 1
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Record
Received a call from a resident living adjacent to the northern
boundary of our site. A man walking his dog had reported to him
that the electricity cable to their property which goes over the
communal public space of our site had been flown into by a
swan. The live cable was on the ground and exposed. There were
several people and dogs on the space and he was telling them to
keep away. Their electricity supply was off. They will ring SSE to
report the problem. We had a two member of the security team
on the public space within 5 minutes clearing the area, isolating
the part where the cable was on the ground and waiting till the
electricity company was on site. - Impact 2
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Record
One of our contractors YZ Ltd sent a member of staff to erect
some signage. He wasn’t the usual man who turns up and was
clearly not trained. He had to be stopped and sent away. He said
he shouldn’t have been sent to the job and hadn’t had any
induction to the work. Afterwards we rang YZ to complain and
say it was dangerous. He was balancing on a strut on the side of
the cage leaning over to a post. He was wobbling around and
had no safety kit on. Later the site manager sent a photo he’d
taken at the time ( attached ) - Impact 3
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Moving objects
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Record
A dumper truck driven by one of our very experienced men was
hit by a supply vehicle arriving to make a delivery. It was the first
time the supply vehicle driver had been on site. He’d got lost,
“didn’t see the signs” and got into a prohibited area. Neither
drivers were injured but the supply vehicle was seriously
damaged. - Impact 2
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Record
WB a bricklayer was working on plot 66 today but not wearing a
hard hat. He is an apprentice and has only been on the site for 2
days. He was given a warning by the site manager. WB said he’d
gone to his car to get his lunch and forgotten to put the hat on
when he walked back into the site. - Impact 1
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Record
TB came to the site office saying he’d hurt his back after manual
handling some pallets of bricks. He said he couldn’t work
anymore today and needed to go to the drs for some painkillers.
He’d done some more of the same lifting yesterday and his back
had started to ache then. He said he hadn’t been properly
trained and was talking about trying to get some compensation.
TB’s record of training shows he was inducted fully last October
and this included manual and lifting equipment training. He’d
passed the test on H&S before starting work. - Impact 1
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Record
The scaffolding on plot 36 collapsed on one side after overhead
lifting equipment knocked the side of the structure. One
bricklayer ( GT ) was on the scaffolding but he saw the equipment
getting too close and jumped off. He landed badly and he had to
go to hospital. He’s injured his leg. The overhead lifting
equipment is owned by AB Ltd and was being operated by a
member of their staff. There’s no clue yet about why he get so
close to the scaffolding. There’s an ongoing investigation about
this. - Impact 3
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